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Abstract—Small cell networks (SCNs) are envisioned to em-
brace dynamic time division duplexing (TDD) in order to tailor
downlink (DL)/uplink (UL) subframe resources to quick varia-
tions and burstiness of DL/UL traffic. The study of dynamic TDD
is particularly important because it serves as the predecessor of
the full duplex transmission technology, which has been identified
as one of the candidate technologies for the 5th-generation
(5G) networks. In this paper, we study the performance of
the synchronous dynamic TDD from a media access control
(MAC) layer viewpoint, which has been widely adopted in the
existing 4th-generation (4G) systems. Furthermore, we analyse
the coverage probability and the area spectral efficiency (ASE) in
the downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) of dense small cell networks
(SCNs) considering the synchronous dynamic TDD transmissions,
and the performance impact of dynamic TDD transmissions
on the ASE in the DL and UL of dense SCNs is discussed.
Moreover, the performance impact of interference cancellation
(IC) is also explored. Our analytical results shed new light on
the performance of dynamic TDD in future synchronous 5G
networks.

Index Terms—Dynamic time-division duplex (TDD), syn-
chronous networks, media access control (MAC) layer, time
resource utilization (TRU), physical (PHY) layer, inter-cell inter-
link interference.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the increase in mobile data traffic has been
shown to project an exponential trajectory, and this trend
is expected to continue through the next decade. To meet
this formidable traffic demand, telecommunication networks
have marched beyond the fourth-generation (4G) realm and
begun to explore new advanced technologies [1]. Small cell
networks (SCNs) can achieve a high spatial reuse through
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network densification, which in turn can significantly enhance
network capacity. Particularly, the orthogonal deployment of
SCNs within the existing macrocell network, i.e., small cells
and macrocells operating on different frequency spectrum, was
prioritized in the design of the 4th generation (4G) Long Term
Evolution (LTE) networks by the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP), and dense SCNs are envisaged to be the
workhorse for capacity enhancement in the 5th generation
(5G) networks due to its large performance gains and its easy
deployment [1].

Besides SCNs, it is also envisaged that 4G/5G wireless
communication networks, e.g., LTE Release 12~14 networks,
will embrace time division duplexing (TDD), which does not
require a pair of frequency carriers and holds the possibility
of tailoring the amount of downlink (DL)/uplink (UL) radio
resources to the traffic conditions. In the LTE Release 8~11
networks, seven TDD configurations, each associated with
a DL-to-UL subframe ratio in a 10-milisecond transmission
frame, are available for semi-static selection at the network
side [2]. However, the adopted semi-static selection of TDD
configuration in LTE Release 8~11 networks is not able to
adapt DL/UL subframe resources to the fast fluctuations in
DL/UL traffic loads. These fluctuations are exacerbated in
small cells due to the low number of connected UEs per small
cell and the burstiness of their DL and UL traffic demands.

In order to allow a more dynamic and independent adap-
tation of TDD SCNs to the quick variation of DL/UL traffic
demands, a new technology, referred to as dynamic TDD, has
drawn much attention recently [3]. With dynamic TDD, the
configuration of the TDD DL/UL subframe number in each
cell or a cluster of cells can be dynamically changed on a per-
frame basis, i.e., once every 10 milliseconds. Dynamic TDD
can thus provide a tailored configuration of DL/UL subframe
resources for each cell or a cluster of cells at the expense of al-
lowing inter-cell inter-link interference, e.g., DL transmissions
of a cell may interfere with UL ones of a neighboring cell and
vice versa. In more detail, dynamic TDD allows each base
station (BS) to decide its own UL and DL split. However, this
creates two additional sources of interference. First, DL trans-
missions interfering with UL receivers causing interference on
BS to BS links. Second, UL transmissions interfering with DL
receivers causing interference on user equipment (UE) to UE
links. Characterizing the rate distribution in such networks is
important for understanding the trade-off between these new
types of interference versus a more flexible resource allocation.
The study of dynamic TDD is particularly important because it
serves as the predecessor of the full duplex (FD) transmission
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technology, which has been identified as one of the candidate
5G technologies [4].

From the practical views of realistic network deployment,
dynamic TDD exploits synchronous frame structures instead
of asynchronous ones. More specifically, in an asynchronous
network, e.g., Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi), the TDD transmission
frames are not aligned in time and frequency among cells,
i.e., the frame structure is not fixed and each subframe can be
DL/UL based on the data requested. Thus the inter-cell inter-
link interference is statistically uniform in the time domain
and only depends on the DL/UL transmission probability.
However, in a synchronous network, such as LTE, the TDD
transmission frames from different cells are aligned in time
and frequency to simplify the protocol design of radio net-
works [5]. As a result, the inter-cell inter-link interference
becomes a function of the LTE TDD configuration structure.

Thus, this paper assumes a scenario of orthogonal de-
ployments of dense SCNs with dynamic TDD, and focuses
on studying the system performance. In this paper, we first
conduct a theoretical study on the media access control (MAC)
layer performance of synchronous dynamic TDD, which has
not been investigated from a theoretical viewpoint in the
literature. Then we carefully investigate the physical (PHY)
layer performance of synchronous dynamic TDD combined
with our results on the MAC layer time resource utilization
(TRU), with emphasis on the analysis of inter-link interference
and UL interference cancellation (IC). Our theoretical study
sheds a new light in the interesting question: what is the true
value of dynamic TDD?

Compared with existing work, the main contributions of this
paper are as follows:
• We derive closed-form expressions of the DL/UL time

resource utilization (TRU) for dynamic TDD, which has
been widely adopted in the existing LTE systems.

• We derive closed-form expressions for the coverage
probability and the area spectral efficiency (ASE) of
both the DL and UL, considering dynamic TDD in the
synchronous case.

• Based on the above analytical results, the performance of
synchronous dynamic TDD is quantified as SCNs evolve
into dense ones.

Note that preliminary results of this work has been presented
as a conference paper [5]. Compared with [5], the additional
contributions of this journal extension are:
• The probability of inter-cell inter-link interference of

dynamic TDD is presented in this work.
• The physical (PHY) layer performance analysis of dy-

namic TDD is thoroughly studied in this work, which
was not touched in [5].

• We have combined our results on the MAC layer TRU
with the PHY layer SINR results to derive the total area
spectral efficiency for synchronous dynamic TDD.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion II introduces the related work. Section III describes the
system model. Section IV presents our main analytical results
on the media access control (MAC) layer analysis of the
synchronous dynamic TDD. Section V presents our main

analytical results on the UL/DL coverage probability. The
simulation and analytical results are discussed in Section VI.
Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

From the media access control (MAC) layer viewpoint, most
of the previous works [6], [7], [8], [9], [10] only investigated
the dynamic TDD operating in an asynchronous network, and
did not study the performance of the dynamic TDD operating
in a synchronous one.

From the physical (PHY) layer viewpoint, the signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) performance of dynamic
TDD has been analyzed assuming deterministic positions of
BSs and UEs in [11], and considering stochastic positions
of BSs and UEs in [6], [7] with the homogeneous poisson
point process (HPPP) model. However, it is difficult to directly
perform analysis of the inter-cell inter-link interference using
the HPPP model. For example, in [6], the authors scaled the
BS density in their analysis based on the simulation results
of coverage probability, to make them match well. Similar
tricks were adopted in [4] to address the complex problem of
inter-cell inter-link interference. In [8], the energy efficiency of
pico BSs equipped with multi-antenna with dynamic TDD was
analyzed based on simulation and analytical results. In [12],
the packet throughput of dynamic TDD with random traffic
arrivals was analyzed based on simulation and analytical
results. In [13], the coverage probability and throughput of
dynamic TDD with device-to-device (D2D) were analyzed
based on simulation and analytical results. The authors of [8],
[12], [13] assumed a small cell scenario, however, the line-
of-sight (LoS)/non-line-of-sight (NLoS) pathloss model is not
considered, and the performance impact of BS density needs
to be discussed in greater details. In [9], the interference
performance of dynamic TDD with distributed interference
coordination was analyzed based on simulation and analytical
results; however, the authors assumed a fully loaded SCN,
and the BS idle mode operation was not considered. In [10],
the performance impact of self-backhauling with dynamic
TDD was analyzed based on simulation and analytical results.
Moreover, in [10], the authors assumed a piecewise pathloss
model to investigate the performance impact of LoS and NLoS
transmission. However, the authors assumed the same pathloss
component and LoS probability for all intra-link and inter-link
paths, which is over-simpled and a more complicated pathloss
model needs to be explored.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. General Network Scenario

We consider a cellular network with BSs deployed on a
plane according to a homogeneous Poisson point process
(HPPP) Φ with a density of λ BSs/km2. Active UEs are
distributed as a HPPP ΦUE with density λUE. Here, we only
consider active UEs in the network because non-active UEs do
not trigger data transmissions. In practice, a BS will mute its
transmission, if there is no UE connected to it, which reduces
inter-cell interference and energy consumption [14]. Note that
such BS idle mode operation is not trivial, which even changes
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Fig. 1. Dynamic TDD scenarios.

the capacity scaling law [14]. Since UEs are randomly and
uniformly distributed in the network, we assume that the active
BSs also follow an HPPP distribution Φ̃, the density of which
is denoted by λ̃ BSs/km2. Note that 0 ≤ λ̃ ≤ λ, and a larger
λUE leads to a larger λ̃. From [15], [16], λ̃ is given by

λ̃ = λ

1− 1(
1 + λUE

qλ

)q
 , (1)

where q takes an empirical value around 3.5~4 [15], [16].
For each active UE, the probabilities of it requesting DL

and UL data are respectively denoted by pD and pU, with
pD + pU = 1. Besides, we assume that each request is large
enough to be transmitted for at least one TDD frame, which
consists of T subframes. In the sequel, the DL or UL subframe
number per frame will be shortened as the DL or UL subframe
number, because subframes are meant within one frame.

We focus on the UL of a randomly picked BS from Φ,
named the typical BS, and the DL of a randomly picked
UE from the UEs served by the typical BS, defined as the
typical UE. We assume that at any subframe in any small cell,
there is exactly one active transmission, either on the DL with
probability pD, or on the UL with probability pU . Then the set
of transmitting BSs at the subframe of interest is described by
a PPP ΦD with density λD = λ̃pD, and the set of transmitting
UEs at the subframe of interest is described by a PPP ΦU with
density λU = λ̃pU. The system model is shown in Fig. 1.

Following [17], we adopt a general and practical path loss
model, in which the path loss ζ (r) associated with distance r
is segmented into N pieces written as

ζDir (r) =


ζDir1 (r) , when 0 ≤ r ≤ d1
ζDir2 (r) , when d1 < r ≤ d2
...

...
ζDirN (r) , when r > dN−1

, (2)

where the string variable Dir denotes the path loss direction
and takes the value of ’B2U’, ’B2B’ and ’U2U’ for the

Fig. 2. An example of the LTE TDD configurations. (’D’ and ’U’ denote a
DL subframe and an UL one, respectively.)

BS-to-UE path loss, the BS-to-BS path loss and the UE-to-
UE path loss, respectively. Besides, each piece ζDirn (r) , n ∈
{1, 2, . . . , N} , is modeled as

ζDirn (r)=

ζ
Dir,L
n (r) =

ADir,Ln

rα
Dir,L
n

,

ζDir,NL
n (r) =

ADir,NL
n

rα
Dir,NL
n

,

LoS: PrDir,Ln (r)

NLoS: 1− PrDir,Ln (r)
,

(3)
where ζDir,Ln (r) and ζDir,NL

n (r) are the n-th piece path loss
functions for the LoS transmission and the NLoS transmis-
sion, respectively, ADir,Ln and ADir,NL

n are the path losses
at a reference distance r = 1 for the LoS and the NLoS
cases, respectively, and αDir,Ln and αDir,NL

n are the path loss
exponents for the LoS and the NLoS cases, respectively. In
practice, ADir,Ln , ADir,NL

n , αDir,Ln and αDir,NL
n are constants

obtainable from field tests [2].
Moreover, PrDir,Ln (r) is the n-th piece LoS probability

function for the event that there is a LoS path between a
transmitter and a receiver separated by a distance r.

In this paper, we assume a practical user association strategy
(UAS), in which each UE is connected to the BS with
the strongest received signal strength (i.e., with the largest
ζ (r)) [17]. Moreover, we assume that each BS/UE is equipped
with an isotropic antenna, and that the multi-path fading
between a transmitter and a receiver is modeled as independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading [17]. Note
we have found in previous work that a general multi-path
fading model based on Rician fading has a minor impact on
the performance of SCNs, i.e., change the results quantitatively
but not qualitatively, and thus its incorporation into theoretical
analyses is less urgent [18].

B. Synchronous Networks

Regarding TDD frames, we focus on the analysis of the
synchronous networks. Fig. 2 shows an example of such TDD
configuration structure in LTE with T = 10 [2]. In Fig. 2, TDD
frames of different cells are aligned in the time domain. One
TDD frame is composed of T = 10 subframes, and the time
length of each subframe is 1 millisecond [2]. As an example,
we assume that BS 1 and BS 2 use the TDD configurations
with 6 and 8 DL subframes, respectively. Note that the current
LTE behaviour in dynamic TDD is first DL and then UL. For
this synchronous network with TDD frame alignment, we have
the following two remarks.

Remark 1: The first few subframes are more likely to
carry DL transmissions than the last few ones. The opposite
conclusion applies for the UL. This leads to a subframe
dependent MAC layer performance of dynamic TDD.
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Remark 2: The subframes in the middle of the frame are
more likely to be subject to inter-cell inter-link interference
than those at the beginning and at the end. This implies a
subframe dependent PHY layer performance of dynamic TDD.

In this paper, we explore these two Remarks, and study
the system performance of synchronous dynamic TDD, with
the consideration of the DL-before-UL TDD configuration
structure adopted in LTE (see Fig. 2).

C. Performance Metrics

1) MAC-layer Performance Metrics: For the l-th subframe
(l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T}), we define the subframe dependent DL
TRU and UL TRU as the probability of the BS transmitting DL
signals and that of UEs transmitting UL signals, respectively,
which are denoted by qDl and qUl . In other words, qDl and
qUl characterize how much time resource is actually used for
DL and UL, respectively. Note that we may or may not have
qDl +qUl = 1, depending on whether we have a dynamic enough
TDD and the traffic conditions.

Moreover, we define the average DL TRU κD and the
average UL TRU κU as the mean value of qDl and qUl across
all of the T subframes:{

κD = 1
T

∑T
l=1 q

D
l

κU = 1
T

∑T
l=1 q

U
l

. (4)

Finally, we define the average total TRU κ as the sum of
κD and κU, which is written as

κ = κD + κU. (5)

In the following sections, we will investigate the perfor-
mance of qLinkl , κLink and κ considering Remark 1, where
the string variable Link denotes the link direction and takes
the value of ’D’ and ’U’ for the DL and the UL, respectively.

2) PHY-layer Performance Metrics: Based on the system
model presented in Subsection III-A, we can define the cov-
erage probability that the typical UE’s DL/UL SINR is above
a designated threshold γ as

pcov,Link (λ, γ) = Pr
[
SINRLink > γ

]
. (6)

Moreover, the DL/UL SINR is calculated by

SINRLink =
PLinkζB2U

bo
(r)h

ILink,Dagg + ILink,Uagg + PLinkN

, (7)

where PLink is the transmission power, r is the distance from
the typical UE to the typical BS denoted by bo, h is the
Rayleigh channel gain modeled as an exponentially distributed
random variable (RV) with a mean of one as mentioned above,
PLinkN is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power,
and ILink,Dagg (ILink,Uagg ) is the DL (UL) cumulative interference,
respectively. It is important to note that:
• For the DL, PLink takes the value of the BS power, i.e.,
PD, which is usually a cell-specific constant to maintain
a stable DL coverage [2]. Besides, PLinkN should be the
AWGN at the UE side, i.e., PD

N .
• For the UL, PLink takes the value of the UE power, i.e.,
PU, which is assumed as a constant in this paper [2].

Table I
NOTATION OF VARIABLES

Notation Items
qDl , qUl Subframe dependent DL TRU and UL TRU

κ, κD, κU Average total TRU, DL TRU and UL TRU
PD, PU DL and UL transmission power

ILink,Dagg , ILink,Uagg DL and UL cumulative interference
PD
N , PU

N . DL and UL AWGN power

Besides, PLinkN should be the AWGN at the BS side,
i.e., PU

N .
• Due to the existence of inter-cell inter-link interference,
IDagg and IUagg are probabilistic interference emitted from
interfering BSs and interfering UEs, respectively.

For clarity, the notation of variables is summarized in
Table I.

3) Combined Performance Metrics: According to [17], the
SINR-dependent DL/UL area spectral efficiency (ASE) in
bps/Hz/km2 can be defined by

ASELink(λ, γ0)=κLinkλ

∫ +∞

γ0

log2(1 + γ) fLinkΓ (λ, γ) dγ, (8)

where κLink is the DL/UL time resource utilization character-
izing how much time resource is actually used for the DL/UL,
γ0 is the minimum working SINR for the considered SCN,
and fLinkΓ (λ, γ) is the probability density function (PDF) of
SINRLink at a particular BS density λ.

Based on the definition of pcov,Link (λ, γ) in (6), which is
the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF)
of the DL/UL SINR, fLinkΓ (λ, γ) can be computed by

fLinkΓ (λ, γ) =
∂
(
1− pcov,Link (λ, γ)

)
∂γ

. (9)

IV. MAIN RESULTS OF THE MAC LAYER ANALYSIS

The main goal of this section is to derive theoretical results
on the DL/UL TRU defined in Subsection III-C. Note that
computing qDl and qUl is a non-trivial task for synchronous
dynamic TDD, because it involves the following distributions:

• the distribution of the UE number in an active BS, which
will be shown to follow a truncated Negative Binomial
distribution in Subsection IV-A;

• the distribution of the DL/UL data request numbers in
an active BS, which will be shown to follow a Binomial
distribution in Subsection IV-B;

• the dynamic TDD subframe splitting strategy and the cor-
responding distribution of the DL/UL subframe number,
which will be shown to follow an aggregated Binomial
distribution in Subsection IV-C; and finally

• the prior information about the TDD frame structure, such
as the DL-before-UL structure adopted in LTE [2] (see
Fig. 2), which will lead to subframe dependent results of
qDl and qUl to be presented in Subsection IV-D.
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A. The Distribution of the UE Number in an active BS: A
Truncated Negative Binomial Distribution

According to [15], the per-BS coverage area size X can be
characterized by a Gamma distribution [15], [19], [20], and
the probability density function (PDF) of X can be expressed
as

fX(x) = (qλ)
q
xq−1

exp(−qλx)

Γ(q)
, (10)

where Γ(·) is the Gamma function [21]. Note that the Gamma
approximation was shown to be very accurate in [15], assum-
ing a nearest-distance UAS, where an empirical value of 3.5
was suggested for q. In this work, a more realistic received
signal strength based UAS is adopted, and thus the correspond-
ing result in [15] cannot be directly applied. Instead, we need
to derive a new approximation for the adopted UAS consid-
ering probabilistic LoS and NLoS transmissions. Intuitively
speaking, from a typical UE’s point of view, the equivalent BS
density of the considered UAS based on probabilistic LoS and
NLoS transmissions should be larger than that of the nearest-
distance UAS based on single-slope path loss transmissions. In
other words, the existence of LoS BSs provides more candidate
BSs for a typical UE to connect with, and thus the equivalent
BS density increases for each UE. We have proved that based
on the considered path loss model and the adopted UAS, the
per-BS coverage area size can be approximated tightly with
the gamma approximation in (10) [14]. Moreover, the value
of q in (10) is obtained according to the derived lower bound
and the upper bound presented in Theorems 3 and 4 of [14],
respectively.

Then, the UE number per BS can be denoted by a random
variable (RV) K, and the probability mass function (PMF) of
K can be derived as

fK (k) = Pr [K = k]

(a)
=

∫ +∞

0

(ρx)
k

k!
exp(−ρx)fX(x)dx

(b)
=

Γ(k + q)

Γ(k + 1)Γ(q)

(
ρ

ρ+ qλ

)k (
qλ

ρ+ qλ

)q
, (11)

where (a) is due to the HPPP distribution of UEs and (b) is
obtained from (10). It can be seem from (11) that K follows a
Negative Binomial distribution [21], i.e., K ∼ NB

(
q, ρ
ρ+qλ

)
.

As discussed in Subsection III-A, we assume that a BS with
K = 0 is not active, which will be ignored in our analysis
due to its muted transmission. Hence, we focus on the active
BSs and further study the distribution of the UE number per
active BS, which is denoted by a positive RV K̃. Considering
(11) and the fact that the only difference between K and K̃
lies in K̃ 6= 0, we can conclude that K̃ follows a truncated
Negative Binomial distribution, i.e., K̃ ∼ truncNB

(
q, ρ
ρ+qλ

)
.

More specifically, the PMF of K̃ is denoted by fK̃
(
k̃
)
, k̃ ∈

{1, 2, . . . ,+∞}, and it is given by

fK̃

(
k̃
)

= Pr
[
K̃ = k̃

]
=

fK

(
k̃
)

1− fK (0)
, (12)

where the denominator (1− fK (0)) represents the probability

of a BS being active, i.e., λ̃/λ.

B. The Distribution of the DL/UL Data Request Number in
an Active BS: A Binomial Distribution

After obtaining fK̃

(
k̃
)

, we need to further study the
distribution of the DL/UL data request number in an active
BS, so that a tailored TDD configuration can be determined
in a dynamic TDD network.

For clarity, the DL and UL data request numbers in an active
BS are denoted by RVs MD and MU, respectively. Since we
assume that each UE generates one request of either DL data
or UL data (see Subsection III-A), it is easy to show that

MD +MU = K̃. (13)

As discussed in Subsection III-A, for each UE in an active
BS, the probability of it requesting DL data and UL data
is pD and pU, respectively. Hence, for a given UE number
k̃, MD and MU follow Binomial distributions [21], i.e.,
MD ∼ Bi

(
k̃, pD

)
and MU ∼ Bi

(
k̃, pU

)
. More specifically,

the PMFs of MD and MU can be respectively written as

fMD

(
mD
)

=

(
k̃
mD

)(
pD
)mD (

1− pD
)k̃−mD

, (14)

and

fMU

(
mU
)

=

(
k̃
mU

)(
pU
)mU (

1− pU
)k̃−mU

. (15)

C. The Distribution of the DL/UL Subframe Number with
Dynamic TDD: An Aggregated Binomial Distribution

After knowing the distribution of the DL data request
number MD in an active BS, we are now ready to consider
dynamic TDD, and derive the distribution of the DL subframe
number in an active BS. For a given UE number k̃, the DL
subframe number in an active BS is denoted by ND. Here, we
adopt a dynamic TDD algorithm to choose the DL subframe
number, which matches the DL subframe ratio with the DL
data request ratio [22]. In more detail, for certain values of mD

and k̃, the DL subframe number n
(
mD, k̃

)
is determined by

n
(
mD, k̃

)
= round

(
mD

k̃
T

)
, (16)

where round (x) is an operator that rounds a real value x to
its nearest integer. In (16), m

D

k̃
can be deemed as the DL data

request ratio, because (i) mD denotes the DL data request
number with its distribution characterized in (14); and (ii) k̃
represents the UE number, and thus the total number of the DL
and UL data requests. As a result, mD

k̃
T yields the desirable

DL subframe number that matches the DL subframe ratio with
the DL data request ratio. Due to the integer nature of the DL
subframe number, we use the round operator to generate a
valid DL subframe number that is nearest to mD

k̃
T in (16).
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Based on (16), the PMF of ND is denoted by
fND

(
nD
)
, nD ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T}, and it can be derived as

fND

(
nD
)

= Pr
[
ND = nD

]
(a)
=

k̃∑
mD=0

I

{
round

(
mD

k̃
T

)
=nD

}
fMD

(
mD
)
, (17)

where (16) is plugged into (a), and I {X} is an indicator
function that outputs one when X is true and zero otherwise.
Besides, fMD

(
mD
)

is computed by (14). Due to the existence
of the indicator function in (17), fND

(
nD
)

can be viewed as
an aggregated PMF of Binomial PMFs, since ND is computed
from MD according to a many-to-one mapping in (16).

Because the total subframe number in a frame is T , and
each subframe should be either a DL one or an UL one, it is
apparent that ND +NU = T , and thus we have

fNU

(
nU
)

= fND

(
T − nU

)
. (18)

D. The Subframe Dependent DL/UL TRU

In this Subsection, we present our main results on the
subframe dependent DL/UL TRUs qDl and qUl for dynamic
TDD in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. For dynamic TDD, qDl and qUl are given by qDl =
∑+∞
k̃=1

(
1−

∑l−1
i=0 fND (i)

)
fK̃

(
k̃
)

qUl =
∑+∞
k̃=1

∑l−1
i=0 fND (i) fK̃

(
k̃
) , (19)

where fND(i) and fK̃
(
k̃
)

are given by (17) and (12), respec-
tively.

Proof: See Appendix A.

E. The Probabilities of Inter-Cell Inter-Link Interference

With the knowledge on the probability of each subframe
being a DL one or an UL one, we can conduct an interesting
study on the probabilities of inter-cell inter-link interference
for dynamic TDD in the synchronous case. For clarify, such
probabilities are formally defined as follows:

• The probability of the DL-to-UL interference is denoted
by PrD2U and defined as Pr [Z = ’D’|S = ’U’], where
Z and S denote the link directions for the interference and
the signal, respectively. Note that the probability of the
UL-to-UL interference is denoted by PrU2U and defined
as Pr [Z = ’U’|S = ’U’]. From the definition of PrD2U

and PrU2U, we have PrD2U + PrU2U = 1.
• Similarly, the probability of the UL-to-DL interfer-

ence is defined by PrU2D 4
= Pr [Z = ’U’|S = ’D’].

Besides, the probability of the DL-to-DL interference
is defined by PrD2D 4

= Pr [Z = ’D’|S = ’D’], with
PrU2D + PrD2D = 1.

Our main results on PrD2U and PrU2D are summarized in
Theorem 2.

Theorem 2. PrD2U and PrU2D can be derived in closed-form
expressions as  PrD2U =

∑T
l=1 q

D
l q

U
l∑T

j=1 q
U
j

PrU2D =
∑T
l=1 q

U
l q

D
l∑T

j=1 q
D
j

, (20)

where qDl and qUl are obtained from (19).

Proof: See Appendix B.
As discussed at the beginning of Section IV, for static TDD,

we have PrD2U = PrU2D = 0 since all the TDD subframes
are of the same sequence and well-aligned. For dynamic
TDD in the asynchronous case, we have PrD2U = pD and
PrU2D = pU [7], due to the random collision of the dynamic
TDD subframes. On the other hand, as shown in Theorem 2,
PrD2U and PrU2D for dynamic TDD in the synchronous case
are much more complex, which are expected to have a major
impact on the evaluation of IDagg and IUagg in (7).

F. The Average DL/UL/Total TRU

From Theorem 1, and Equations (4) and (5), we can obtain
the results on the average DL/UL/total TRU for dynamic TDD,
which are summarized in Lemma 3.

Lemma 3. For dynamic TDD,
{
κD, κU, κ

}
is given by

κD = 1
T

∑T
l=1

∑+∞
k̃=1

(
1−

∑l−1
i=0 fND (i)

)
fK̃

(
k̃
)

κU = 1
T

∑T
l=1

∑+∞
k̃=1

∑l−1
i=0 fND (i) fK̃

(
k̃
)

κ = 1

, (21)

where fND(i) and fK̃
(
k̃
)

are given by (17) and (12), respec-
tively.

Proof: The proof is straightforward by plugging (19) into
(4) and (5).

Lemma 3 not only quantifies the average MAC layer per-
formance of dynamic TDD, but also shows from a theoret-
ical viewpoint that dynamic TDD can always achieve a full
resource utilization, thanks to the smart adaption of DL/UL
subframes to DL/UL data requests.

Next, we present our main results on κD, κU and κ for
static TDD in Theorem 4.

Theorem 4. For static TDD,
{
κD, κU, κ

}
can be derived as

κD =

(
1−

∑+∞
k̃=1

(
1− pD

)k̃
fK̃

(
k̃
))

ND
0

T

κU =

(
1−

∑+∞
k̃=1

(
1− pU

)k̃
fK̃

(
k̃
))

NU
0

T

κ= 1
T

∑+∞
k̃=1

[(
1−

(
pU
)k̃)

ND
0 +

(
1−

(
pD
)k̃)

NU
0

]
fK̃

(
k̃
), (22)

where fK̃
(
k̃
)

is obtained from (12), and ND
0 and NU

0 are
the designated subframe numbers for the DL and the UL in
static TDD, respectively, which satisfy ND

0 +NU
0 = T .

Proof: See Appendix C.
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From Lemma 3 and Theorem 4, we can further quantify the
additional total TRU achieved by dynamic TDD as

κADD =
1

T

+∞∑
k̃=1

[(
pU
)k̃
ND

0 +
(
pD
)k̃
NU

0

]
fK̃

(
k̃
)
, (23)

where κADD measures the difference of κ in (21) and that in
(22).

In addition, we present the performance limit of κADD in
Lemma 5.

Lemma 5. When λ→ +∞, the limit of κADD is given by

lim
λ→+∞

κADD =
pDNU

0

T
+
pUND

0

T
. (24)

Proof:
From (12), we have lim

λ→+∞
Pr
[
K̃ = 1

]
= 1. Hence, using

Lemma 3, we can draw the following conclusion for dynamic
TDD:  lim

λ→+∞
κD = 1− fND (0) = 1− pU = pD

lim
λ→+∞

κU = 1− fNU (0) = 1− pD = pU
. (25)

Based on lim
λ→+∞

Pr
[
K̃ = 1

]
= 1 and Theorem 4, we can

obtain the following conclusion for static TDD: lim
λ→+∞

κD =
(
1−

(
1− pD

)) ND
0

T =
pDND

0

T

lim
λ→+∞

κU =
(
1−

(
1− pU

)) NU
0

T =
pUNU

0

T

. (26)

Our proof is completed by comparing (25) with (26).

Note that in (24) of Lemma 5, the first and the second terms
are contributed from the DL and the UL, respectively.

V. MAIN RESULTS OF THE PHY LAYER ANALYSIS

The main goal of this section is to derive theoretical
results on the DL/UL coverage probability defined in Subsec-
tion III-C. Note that computing pcov,D (λ, γ) and pcov,U (λ, γ)
is a non-trivial task for dynamic TDD, because it involves the
following characteristics:
• Two new kinds of inter-cell inter-link interference, i.e.,

the DL-to-UL and UL-to-DL interference, are introduced
in the analysis of the coverage probability. For accurate
performance analysis, the dependent relationship between
interfering BS and typical BS, as well as that between
interfering UE and typical UE, should be considered
carefully. The details will be shown in Subsection V-A.

• The UL performance is the bottleneck of dynamic TDD
and we need to manage the detrimental DL-to-UL in-
terference. The UL coverage probability with full IC
will be derived in Subsection V-B. Note that having
results cancelling a subset of interferers would be ideal,
and other interference mitigation methods exist, e.g.,
clustering, UL power boosting, etc., which are left as
possible future work.

• The theoretical analysis of the coverage probability will
be applied to a 3GPP special case, and the results will
be shown in Subsection V-C.

A. Coverage Probability without Interference Cancellation

Based on the system model presented in Section III, we can
calculate coverage probability pcov,Link (λ, γ) and present it
in the following theorem.

Theorem 6. pcov,Link (λ, γ) can be derived as

pcov,Link (λ, γ) =
N∑
n=1

(
TL,Link
n + TNL,Link

n

)
, (27)

where

TL,Link
n =

∫ dn
dn−1

Pr
[

SINRLink > γ
∣∣∣ r,LoS

]
fLR,n (r)dr,

TNL,Link
n =

∫ dn
dn−1

Pr
[

SINRLink > γ
∣∣∣ r,NLoS

]
fNL
R,n (r) dr,

(28)
and d0 and dN are respectively defined as 0 and ∞.

Furthermore, Pr
[

SINRLink > γ
∣∣∣LoS

]
and

Pr
[

SINRLink > γ
∣∣∣NLoS

]
are respectively computed

by

Pr
[

SINRLink > γ
∣∣∣LoS

]
(a)
= exp

(
− γPLinkN

PLinkζB2U
bo

)
LILink,Dagg

(
γ

PLinkζB2U,L
bo

)
×LILink,Uagg

(
γ

PLinkζB2U,L
bo

)
,

(29)

and

Pr
[

SINRLink > γ
∣∣∣NLoS

]
= exp

(
− γPLinkN

PLinkζB2U
bo

)
LILink,Dagg

(
γ

PLinkζB2U,NL
bo

)
×LILink,Uagg

(
γ

PLinkζB2U,NL
bo

)
,

(30)

where (a) is due to the independence of RV ILink,Dagg and
ILink,Uagg , moreover, LILink,Uagg

(s) and LILink,Uagg
(s) are the

Laplace transform of RV ILink,Dagg and ILink,Uagg evaluated at
s respectively.

Proof: See Appendix D.
Note that the DL-to-DL interference and the UL-to-UL

interference of dense cellular networks have been studied in
our previous papers [17], [23]. Different from [17]and [23], in
this paper, we focus on the downlink and uplink performance
analysis of dense small cell networks with dynamic TDD.
Moreover, the novelties of the PHY layer analysis lie in the
analysis of the inter-cell inter-link interference, i.e., the DL-
to-UL interference IU,Dagg and the UL-to-DL interference ID,Uagg .
The Laplace transforms of the inter-cell inter-link interference,
i.e., LIU,Dagg

(s) and LID,Uagg
(s), can be characterized by the

following two Lemmas.

Lemma 7. The Laplace transform LIU,Dagg
(s) of the DL-to-

UL interference IU,Dagg , i.e., the aggregate interference from DL
transmitting BS to the UL typical BS, evaluated at s can be
computed as

LIU,Dagg
(s) = exp

(
−2πpDλ̃

∫∞
r

[
1

1+(sPDζD2U)−1

]
xdx

)
.

(31)
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Proof: By assuming the distance between BSs (x) are
larger than the distance from the typical UE to the typical BS
(r), (31) is proved.

Lemma 8. The Laplace transform LID,Uagg
(s) of the UL-to-

DL interference ID,Uagg , i.e., the aggregate interference from UL
transmitting UE to the DL typical UE, evaluated at s can be
computed as

LID,Uagg
(s) = exp

(
−2πpUλ̃

∫∞
r

[
1

1+(sPUζU2U)−1

]
xdx

)
.

(32)

Proof: By assuming the locations of UEs are replaced by
their serving BSs, and the distance between BSs (x) are larger
than the distance from the typical UE to the typical BS (r),
(32) is proved.

Note that the UL performance of dynamic TDD is important
because the UL SINR is vulnerable to the DL-to-UL interfer-
ence [22]. If the DL-to-UL interference is not properly treated,
the UL coverage probability of dynamic TDD will suffer from
a performance loss compared with static TDD. Therefore we
propose a simple full interference cancellation (IC) scheme
for the UL of dynamic TDD, which will be addressed in the
following subsection.

B. Coverage Probability with Interference Cancellation

In this Subsection, we consider a simple full interference
cancellation (IC) scheme to demonstrate the gain with inter-
ference mitigation. We assume that for the UL of dynamic
TDD, all the DL transmitters with instantaneous interference
power above δ can be cancelled at the typical BS.

Lemma 9. The Laplace transform with IC LID,Uagg
(s) of ID,Uagg

evaluated at s can be computed as

LID,Uagg
(s)

= exp
(
−2πpDλ

∫ d1
0

(
1− E

[
1
(
h < δ

PBζB2B,L

)
× exp

(
−sPBζB2B,Lh

)]) (
1− x

d1

)
xdx

)
× exp

(
−2πpDλ

∫ d1
0

(
1− E

[
1
(
h < δ

PBζB2B,NL

)
× exp

(
−sPBζB2B,NLh

)]) (
x
d1

)
xdx

)
× exp

(
−2πpDλ

∫∞
d1

(
1− E

[
1
(
h < δ

PBζB2B,NL

)
× exp

(
−sPBζB2B,NLh

)])
xdx

)
,

(33)

where the expectation over h can be derived as

E
[
1
(
h < δ

PBζB2B

)
exp

(
−sPBζB2Bh

)]
=
∫ δ

PBζB2B

0 exp
(
−sPBζB2Bh

)
exp (−h) dh

= − 1
sPBζB2B+1

(
exp

(
− δ(sP

BζB2B+1)
PBζB2B

)
− 1

)
.

(34)

Proof: By assuming the fading h of interference is smaller
than δ

PBζB2B , Lemma 9 is proved.

Fig. 3. The probability of inter-cell inter-link interference.

C. Study of A 3GPP Special Case

As a special case for Theorem 6, we consider a path loss
function adopted in the 3GPP as [2]

ζ (r) =

{
ALrα

L
, LoS with probability PrL (r)

ANLrα
NL
, NLoS with probability

(
1− PrL (r)

) ,
(35)

together with a linear LoS probability function of PrL (r),
defined in the 3GPP as [2]

PrB2U,L (r)=PrB2B,L (r)=

{
1− r

d1
, 0 < r ≤ d1

0, r > d1
, (36)

where d1 is the cut-off distance of the LoS link.
In addition, a simple LoS probability function for

PrU2U,L (r) is given by [2]

PrU2U,L (r)=

{
1,

0,

0 < r ≤ 50 m
r > 50 m

. (37)

For the 3GPP special case, according to Theorem 6,
pcov,Link (λ, γ) can then be computed by

pcov,Link (λ, γ) =
2∑

n=1

(
TL,Link
n + TNL,Link

n

)
. (38)

The details of the DL/UL results of TL,Link
1 , TNL,Link

1 ,
TL,Link
2 , and TNL,Link

2 are investigated in Appendix E and
Appendix F respectively.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present numerical results to validate the
accuracy of our analysis. In our simulation, we adopt the
following parameters recommended by the 3GPP [2]. In (3),
N = 2 and for n ∈ {1, 2}, AB2U,L

n = 10−10.38, AB2U,NL
n =

10−14.54, AB2B,L
n = 10−9.84, AB2B,NL

n = 10−16.94, AU2U,L
n =

10−9.85, AU2U,NL
n = 10−17.58, αB2U,L

n = 2.09, αB2U,NL
n =

3.75, αB2B,L
n = 2, αB2B,NL

n = 4, αU2U,L
n = 2, αU2U,NL

n = 4.
Besides, according to [2], the power values are set to:

PD
N = −95 dBm, PU

N = −91 dBm, PD = 24 dBm, and
PU = 23 dBm [2]. In addition, the UE density is set to
ρ = 300 UEs/km2, which leads to q = 4.05 in (10) [14].
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Fig. 4. The average DL/UL TRU κD and κU.

Finally, we assume that γ = 1, pD = 2
3 and T = 10. Thus,

for static TDD, we have ND
0 = 7 and NU

0 = 3 in (22), which
achieves the best match with pD and pU, according to (16).

A. Validation of the Results on the Probabilities of Inter-Cell
Inter-Link Interference

The analytical and simulation results of PrD2U and PrU2D

are plotted in Fig. 3. From this figure, we can draw the
following observations:
• The analytical and simulation results match well, which

validates the accuracy of our analysis.
• For static TDD, PrD2U and PrU2D are zeros.
• For dynamic TDD in the synchronous case, as the BS

density λ increases, PrD2U and PrU2D gradually grow
and converge to the results of dynamic TDD in the
asynchronous case. This is because:

– when λ increases, the UE number in each active BS
decreases; and

– hence, when λ is high enough to reach the limit of
one UE per active BS, all the subframes will be used
as either DL ones or UL ones, the probability of
which solely depends on pD or pU.

B. Validation of the Results on the Time Resource Utilization

The analytical and simulation results of κD and κU are
plotted in Fig. 4. From this figure, we can see that:
• For static TDD, κD starts from 0.7 and decreases as λ

increases. This is because ND
0 = 7 and T = 10, and thus

static TDD maintains NU
0 = 3 UL subframes even if there

is no UL data request in a BS, leading to a large time
resource waste. Moreover, the sum of κD and κU is much
less than one when λ is large, e.g., λ = 500 BSs/km2,
showing the inefficiency of static TDD in dense SCNs.

• For dynamic TDD, κD converges to pD = 2
3 as λ

increases. This is because when λ is high enough to reach
the limit of one UE per active BS, all the subframes will
be used as DL ones with a probability of pD. Moreover,
the sum of κD and κU always equals to one, thanks to
the dynamic adaption of DL/UL subframes to DL/UL
data requests.

Fig. 5. The DL coverage probability pcov,D (λ, γ) vs. the BS density λ with
SINR threshold γ = 0 dB.

Fig. 6. The UL coverage probability pcov,U (λ, γ) vs. the BS density λ with
SINR threshold γ = 0 dB.

C. Validation of the Analytical Results of pcov,Link (λ, γ)

In the case of the linear 3GPP path loss model as proposed
in Subsection V-C, the results of pcov,D (λ, γ) and pcov,U (λ, γ)
against the BS density for γ = 0 dB are plotted in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6 respectively. Note that our analytical results on PrD2U

and PrU2D are used for the simulation of IDagg and IUagg in
(7). As can be observed from Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, our analytical
results with the assumptions in Lemma 7 and Lemma 8 match
the simulation results well, and thus we will only use analytical
results of pcov,Link (λ, γ) in our discussion hereafter.

From Fig. 5, we can observe that:
• For static TDD, when considering both LoS and NLoS

transmissions, the DL coverage probability shows a com-
plicated performance trend. The details are described as
follows:

– When the SCN is sparse and thus noise-limited, the
DL coverage probability of static TDD given by the
proposed analysis grows as λ increases.

– However, when the network is dense enough, the DL
coverage probability decreases as λ increases, due to
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the transition of a large number of interference paths
from NLoS to LoS. Particularly, during this region,
interference increases at a faster rate than the signal
due to the transition from mostly NLoS interference
to LoS interference, thereby causing a drop in the
SINR hence the coverage probability.

– In more detail, the coverage probability given by
the proposed analysis peaks at a certain density λ0.
When λ is further increased far above λ0, the cov-
erage probability decreases at a slower pace because
both the signal power and the interference power are
LoS dominated and increase at approximately the
same rate. There are still more and more interferers
whose signal reach the typical BS via LoS paths but
their effect is smaller than the dominating interferers.

– At last, the coverage probability picks up the increas-
ing speed because the number of interferers is limited
by the UE density ρ.

• For dynamic TDD, the DL coverage probability presents
a similar behavior compared to the static TDD. Note that
the DL coverage probability of dynamic TDD performs
better than the static TDD, due to part of the strong
DL interference becomes weak UL interference in the
scenario of DL of dynamic TDD.

From Fig. 6, we can observe that:
• On one hand, when considering both LoS and NLoS

transmissions, the UL coverage probability of dynamic
TDD presents a similar behavior compared to the static
TDD, due to the similar reason as the DL.

• On the other hand, the UL coverage probability of
dynamic TDD performs worse than the static TDD, due
to part of the weak UL interference becomes strong DL
interference in the scenario of UL of dynamic TDD.
Therefore it is necessary to apply the interference cancel-
lation (IC) scheme to the UL of dynamic TDD. With the
IC proposed in subsec V-B, the UL coverage probability
of dynamic TDD is enhanced, although still poorer than
the static TDD.

However, from Fig. 6, we should not conclude that for
the UL dynamic TDD exhibits no significant performance
gain compared with static TDD due to the detrimental DL-
to-UL interference. Instead, we need to investigate the ASE
performance, which includes the time resource utilization and
is shown in the following Subsection.

D. The ASE Performance

From Fig. 7, we can conclude that:
• For static TDD, the DL ASE also shows a complicated

performance trend. The details are described as follows:
– When the SCN is sparse and thus noise-limited,

the DL ASE of static TDD given by the proposed
analysis grows as λ increases.

– However, when the network is dense enough, the DL
ASE decreases as λ increases, due to the decrease of
coverage probability and TRU.

– When λ is further increased, the DL ASE picks up
the increasing speed, because the increasing effect

Fig. 7. DL area spectral efficiency ASED (λ, γ0) vs. the BS density λ with
SINR threshold γ0 = 0 dB.

Fig. 8. UL area spectral efficiency ASEU (λ, γ0) vs. the BS density λ with
SINR threshold γ0 = 0 dB.

of active BS density and coverage probability is
stronger than the decreasing effect of TRU.

• For dynamic TDD, the details of the behavior of the DL
ASE are described as follows:

– When the SCN is sparse and thus noise-limited, the
DL ASE grows as λ increases. When the network
is dense enough, the DL ASE increases at a slower
rate as λ increases, due to the decrease of coverage
probability. Note that the effect of the decrease of
coverage probability is weaker than the increase
of active BS density, as a result, the DL ASE of
dynamic TDD keeps increasing and doesn’t present
decrease. When λ is further increased, the DL ASE
slightly picks up the increasing speed and increases
almost linearly as λ increases.

– The DL ASE exhibits performance gain compared
with static TDD due to the beneficial UL-to-DL
interference and the TRU gain, especially for 5G
dense SCNs [1], i.e., λ > 100 BSs/km2.

From Fig. 8, we can conclude that:
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• The UL ASE of dynamic TDD presents a similar behavior
compared to static TDD, due to the similar reason as the
DL.

• The UL performance is important because the UL SINR
is vulnerable to the DL-to-UL interference [22]. If the
DL-to-UL interference is not properly treated, the UL
ASE of dynamic TDD will suffer from a performance
loss compared with static TDD, for the BS density range
of 30 < λ < 200 BSs/km2.

• To mitigate such interference, we investigate the effec-
tiveness of the full interference cancellation (IC), which
removes all DL-to-UL interfering signals based on in-
stantaneous DL-to-UL interference power. As discussed
in Subsection V-B, the IC threshold is set as δ = −50
dBm. Note that the results of full IC, i.e., cancelling
a subset of interferers, would be ideal. The analysis of
other interference mitigation methods, e.g., clustering, UL
power boosting, etc., is left as possible future work.

• Dynamic TDD with IC can achieve larger ASE in the UL
compared with static TDD, mainly due to the dynamic
adaption of DL/UL subframes to DL/UL data requests.
The performance gain of dynamic TDD with IC in the
UL is larger as the BS density λ increases. When λ =
500 BSs/km2, the UL ASE of static TDD and that of
dynamic TDD with full IC are around 30 bps/Hz/km2 and
70 bps/Hz/km2, respectively.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated the impact of syn-
chronous dynamic TDD in the performance of the DL/UL
of dense SCNs. Analytical results are obtained for the DL/UL
TRU, coverage probability and ASE. Specifically, we find that
• The DL/UL TRU varies across TDD subframes, and

that of dynamic TDD can achieve an increasingly higher
average total TRU than static TDD with the network
densification of up to 75.4 %.

• With the beneficial UL-to-DL interference and MAC
layer gain, dynamic TDD can achieve an increasingly
higher average DL ASE than static TDD with the network
densification of up to 50 %.

• With the MAC layer gain and proper IC, dynamic TDD
can achieve an increasingly higher average UL ASE than
static TDD with the network densification of up to 100 %.

As our future work, we will consider other factors of
realistic networks in the theoretical analysis for SCNs, such as
the introduction of Rician fading or Nakagami fading, because
the multi-path fading model is also affected by the LoS and
NLoS transmissions.

APPENDIX A: PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Based on (17) and conditioned on K̃ = k̃, the prob-
ability of performing a DL transmission in subframe l
(l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T}) can be calculated as

qD
l,k̃

= Pr
[
Yl = ’D’| K̃ = k̃

]
(a)
= Pr

[
ND ≥ l

]
= 1− FND (l − 1) , (39)

where Yl denotes the link direction for the transmission on
the l-th subframe, which takes a string value of ’D’ and ’U’
for the DL and the UL, respectively. Besides, the step (a) of
(39) is due to the LTE TDD configuration structure shown in
Fig. 2, and FND

(
nD
)

is the cumulative mass function (CMF)
of ND in an active BS, which is written as

FND

(
nD
)

= Pr
[
ND ≤ nD

]
=

nD∑
i=0

fND (i) . (40)

Considering the dynamic allocation of subframe to the DL
and the UL in dynamic TDD, the conditional probability of
performing an UL transmission in subframe l is given by

qU
l,k̃

= 1− qD
l,k̃

= FND (l − 1) . (41)

Furthermore, the unconditional probabilities of performing
a DL and UL transmissions on the l-th subframe, i.e., qDl and
qUl , can be respectively derived by calculating the expected
values of qD

l,k̃
and qU

l,k̃
over all the possible values of k̃ as

shown in (19), which concludes our proof.

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THEOREM 2

By examining the inter-cell inter-link interference for the
l-th subframe (l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T}) one by one, PrD2U can be
derived as

PrD2U = Pr [Z = ’D’|S = ’U’]

=
T∑
l=1

Pr [ (Z = ’D’|L = l)|S = ’U’]

×Pr [L = l |S = ’U’ ]

(a)
=

T∑
l=1

qDl Pr [L = l |S = ’U’ ]

(b)
=

T∑
l=1

qDl
Pr [S = ’U’|L = l] Pr [L = l]

Pr [S = ’U’]

(c)
=

T∑
l=1

qDl
qUl

1
T

1
T

∑T
j=1 q

U
j

, (42)

where (a) is obtained from

Pr [ (Z = ’D’|L = l)|S = ’U’] = Pr [Z = ’D’|L = l] = qDl ,

due to the independence of the events (Z = ’D’|L = l) and
(S = ’U’); (b) is valid because of the Bayes’ Theorem; and
(c) comes from the calculation on the probability of the signal
being an UL one, which can be written by

Pr [S = ’U’] =
T∑
j=1

Pr [S = ’U’|L = j] Pr [L = j]

=
1

T

T∑
j=1

qUj . (43)

Similarly, it is easy to derive the results for PrU2D, which
concludes our proof.
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APPENDIX C: PROOF OF THEOREM 4

In static TDD, for a given UE number k̃ in an active BS,
the probabilities that no UE requests any DL data and no UE
requests any UL data can be calculated by fMD (0) from (14)
and fMU (0) from (15), respectively. Even in such cases, static
TDD still unwisely allocates ND

0 and NU
0 subframes for the

DL and the UL, respectively, which causes resource waste.
The probabilities of such resource waste for the DL and the
UL are denoted by wD and wU, and they can be calculated asw

D =
∑+∞
k̃=1

fMD (0) fK̃

(
k̃
)

=
∑+∞
k̃=1

(
1− pD

)k̃
fK̃

(
k̃
)

wU =
∑+∞
k̃=1

fMU (0) fK̃

(
k̃
)

=
∑+∞
k̃=1

(
1− pU

)k̃
fK̃

(
k̃
) .

(44)
Excluding such resource waste from ND

0 and NU
0 , we can

obtain κD and κU for static TDD as{
κD =

(
1− wD

) ND
0

T

κU =
(
1− wU

) NU
0

T

. (45)

Our proof is thus completed by plugging (44), (14) and (15)
into (45), followed by computing κ from (5).

APPENDIX D: PROOF OF THEOREM 6

The proof of pcov,Link (λ, γ), fLR,n (r) and fNL
R,n (r) are

given in our previous papers [17], [23]. Therefore we move
on to evaluate Pr

[
SINRLink > γ

∣∣∣LoS
]

in (29) as

Pr
[

SINRLink > γ
∣∣∣LoS

]
= Pr

[
h >

γ(ILink,Dagg +ILink,Uagg +PLinkN )
PLinkζB2U

bo
(r)

∣∣∣∣LoS
]

= E(ILink,Dagg +ILink,Uagg )

{
exp

(
−γ(I

Link,D
agg +ILink,Uagg +PLinkN )

PLinkζB2U
bo

(r)

)}
= exp

(
− γPLinkN

PLinkζB2U
bo

(r)

)
×E(ILink,Dagg +ILink,Uagg )

{
exp

(
−γ(I

Link,D
agg +ILink,Uagg )
PLinkζB2U

bo
(r)

)}
= exp

(
− γPLinkN

PLinkζB2U
bo

(r)

)
LILink,Dagg

(
γ(ILink,Dagg )
PLinkζB2U

bo
(r)

)
×LILink,Uagg

(
γ(ILink,Uagg )
PLinkζB2U

bo
(r)

)
.

(46)
Pr
[

SINRLink > γ
∣∣∣NLoS

]
can be derived in a similar way.

APPENDIX E: DL RESULTS OF SUBSECTION V-C

For the DL, the coverage probability for the typical UE can
be formulated as follows.

TL,D
1 of DL

Lemma 10. The result of TL,D
1 is the DL coverage probability

when the typical UE is associated with the typical BS with a
LoS link of distance less than d1. From Theorem 6, TL,D

1 can
be derived as

TL,D
1 =

∫ d1
0

exp
(
− γPD

N

PDζB2U
bo

)
LID,Dagg

(
γ

PDζB2U,L
bo

)
×LID,Uagg

(
γ

PDζB2U,L
bo

)
fLR,1 (r)dr.

(47)

The Laplace transform LID,Uagg
(s) of ID,Uagg evaluated at s =

γ

PDζB2U,L
bo

can be computed as

LID,Uagg
(s) = exp

(
−2πpUλ

(∫ 50

r1

[
1

1+(sPUζU2U,L)−1

]
xdx

+
∫∞
50

[
1

1+(sPUζU2U,NL)−1

]
xdx

))
.

(48)

TNL,D
1 of DL

Lemma 11. The DL coverage probability when 0 < r ≤ d1
and the signal is NLoS can be derived as

TNL,D
1 =

∫ d1
0

exp
(
− γPD

N

PDζB2U
bo

)
LID,Dagg

(
γ

PDζB2U,NL
bo

)
×LID,Uagg

(
γ

PDζB2U,NL
bo

)
fNL
R,1 (r)dr,

(49)

where the Laplace transform LID,Uagg
(s) evaluated at s =

γ

PDζB2U,NL
bo

can be derived as (48).

TL,D
2 of DL

The result of TL,D
2 is the DL coverage probability when

the typical UE is associated with the typical BS with a LoS
link of distance larger than d1. From Theorem 6, TL,D

2 can be
derived as

TL,D
2 =

∫ ∞
d1

Pr
[

SINRLink > γ
∣∣∣ r,LoS

]
fLR,2 (r)dr. (50)

Plugging fLR,2 (r) = 0 into (50), yields

TL,D
2 = 0. (51)

TNL,D
2 of DL

Lemma 12. The DL coverage probability when r > d1 and
the signal is NLoS can be derived as

TNL,D
2 =

∫∞
d1

exp
(
− γPD

N

PDζB2U
bo

)
LID,Dagg

(
γ

PDζB2U,NL
bo

)
×LID,Uagg

(
γ

PDζB2U,NL
bo

)
fNL
R,2 (r)dr,

(52)

and the Laplace transform LID,Uagg
(s) of ID,Uagg evaluated at

s = γ

PDζB2U,NL
bo

can be computed as

LID,Uagg
(s) = exp

(
−2πpUλ

∫∞
r

[
1

1+(sPUζU2U,NL)−1

]
xdx

)
.

(53)

APPENDIX F: UL RESULTS OF SUBSECTION V-C
For the UL, the coverage probability for the typical BS can

be formulated as follows.

TL,U
1 of UL

Lemma 13. The UL coverage probability when 0 < r ≤ d1
and the signal is LoS can be derived as

TL,U
1 =

∫ d1
0

exp
(
− γPU

N

PDζB2U
bo

)
LIU,Dagg

(
γ

PUζB2U,L
bo

)
×LIU,Uagg

(
γ

PUζB2U,L
bo

)
fLR,1 (r)dr,

(54)
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and the Laplace transform LIU,Dagg
(s) of IU,Dagg evaluated at

s = γ

PUζB2U,L
bo

can be computed as

LIU,Dagg
(s) = exp

(
−2πpDλ

∫ d1
0

[
1

1+(sPDζB2B,L)−1

](
1− x

d1

)
xdx

)
× exp

(
−2πpDλ

∫ d1
0

[
1

1+(sPDζB2B,NL)−1

](
x
d1

)
xdx

)
× exp

(
−2πpDλ

∫∞
d1

[
1

1+(sPDζB2B,NL)−1

]
xdx

)
.

(55)

TNL,U
1 of UL

Lemma 14. The UL coverage probability when 0 < r ≤ d1
and the signal is NLoS can be derived as

TNL,U
1 =

∫ d1
0

exp
(
− γPU

N

PDζB2U
bo

)
LIU,Dagg

(
γ

PUζB2U,NL
bo

)
×LIU,Uagg

(
γ

PUζB2U,NL
bo

)
fNL
R,1 (r)dr,

(56)

where the Laplace transform LIU,Dagg
(s) evaluated at s =

γ

PUζB2U,NL
bo

can be derived as (55).

TL,U
2 of UL

The result of TL,U
2 is the UL coverage probability when

the typical UE is associated with the typical BS with a LoS
link of distance larger than d1. The derivation of TL,U

2 is very
similar to TL,D

2 and can be derived as

TL,U
2 = 0. (57)

TNL,U
2 of UL

Lemma 15. The UL coverage probability when r > d1 and
the signal is NLoS can be derived as

TNL,U
2 =

∫∞
d1

exp
(
− γPD

N

PDζB2U
bo

)
LIU,Dagg

(
γ

PUζB2U,NL
bo

)
×LIU,Uagg

(
γ

PUζB2U,NL
bo

)
fNL
R,2 (r)dr,

(58)

where the Laplace transform LIU,Dagg
(s) of IU,Dagg evaluated at

s = γ

PUζB2U,NL
bo

can be computed as

LIU,Dagg
(s) = exp

(
−2πpDλ

∫∞
r

[
1

1+(sPDζB2B,NL)−1

]
xdx

)
.

(59)
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